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How to Wow : Photoshop for the Web (How to Wow)Peachpit Press, 2004
A gaming site, a portfolio site, an information site: Each requires a home page,  but each of those home pages requires disparate elements and approaches. How to  Wow: Photoshop for the Web walks you through the process of designing each, plus  15 other navigation, animation, and automation projects that show you how to add  wow to your Web pages...
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Cutting Edge PowerPoint 2007 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Get ready to add punch and pizzazz to your presentations and wow your audience using the latest PowerPoint techniques. This friendly book/CD-ROM combo covers all of the new features of Microsoft PowerPoint 2007, including interface changes, presentation themes, multimedia, the Slide Library, and more. The guide introduces you to the elements of...
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Adobe CS Production Premium for Final Cut Studio EditorsFocal Press, 2009
Accelerate your Final Cut Studio workflow and expand your creative options by incorporating the Adobe Production Premium toolset into your projects. Adobe's Creative Suite tools are the perfect complement to Final Cut Studio, whether it is improving the look of your still images with Photoshop, monitoring your on-set video with OnLocation, or...
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Microsoft ISA Server 2006 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2007
It is rare to run into that one product that impresses technical audiences in the way that ISA Server has managed to. As I prepared to write this book, what surprised me was not ISA’s ability to wow and charm Microsoft-centric environments, but its ability to impress the Microsoft-skeptic crowds as well. These are the ones who have been...
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Java Programming Fundamentals: Problem Solving Through Object Oriented Analysis and DesignCRC Press, 2008


	Programming is an art. Although traditional art imitates life, programming simulates life.

	Every abstract concept in programming, and to a great extent in the fi eld of computer science,

	has its roots in our daily life. For example, humans and possibly all other living forms

	were multiprocessing long before the term entered into...
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Digital Sports PhotographyCourse Technology PTR, 2008
I fly a lot in my job. Frequently, people sitting next to me on the plane ask me what I do for a living. When I tell them that I am a sports photographer, their response is usually something like this: “Wow, what a great job!” They’re right. Sports photography really is a great job.

Asports photographer captures the...
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Chemistry: An Industry-Based Laboratory ManualCRC Press, 2000


	Have you ever sat down and had an open discussion over coffee with an industrial chemist

	or chemical technician about his or her work? Have you ever “shadowed” a chemist or a

	chemical technician for a day as he or she went about the daily routine in an industrial

	or government laboratory? If you have done these things,...
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Windows PowerShell in Action, Second EditionManning Publications, 2011

	Well, it’s been a wild ride since the first edition of this book was released. At that
	time, PowerShell had just shipped and had a fairly limited scope of influence. Things
	have changed a lot. PowerShell now ships in the box with Windows (at least Windows
	7 and Server 2008 R2). The number of PowerShell users is now in the hundreds...
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46 Science Fair Projects for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2008
SHAKE UP YOUR SCIENCE FAIR  WITH THESE CUTTING-EDGE,  ATTENTION-GRABBING PROJECTS!
Want to win first place in the next science fair? 46 Science Fair Projects for the Evil Genius has everything you need to create amazing, sophisticated projects that will wow the judges and keep everyone talking long after the awards are...
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JavaScript DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2005

	Every web surfer knows a classy web site when he sees one, because it has eyecatching features that make the site outstanding among other sites on the web.

	

	Developers of these sites leave web surfers in awe not by using fancy animation or provocative pictures, but by using subtle tricks such as fl oating menus and moveable...
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Photoshop CS All-in-One Desk Reference for DummiesFor Dummies, 2003
10 books in 1 – plus 16 pages of full-color examples!
    Your one-stop guide to using all the cool features of Photoshop CS    

    You know you can do amazing things with Photoshop CS, but wow – where do you start? One feature at a time, with this handy reference guide! Ten easy-to-follow minibooks show you how to set up...
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Programming iOS 5: Fundamentals of iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch DevelopmentO'Reilly, 2012

	With the advent of version 2 of the iPhone system, Apple proved they could do a remarkable thing — adapt their existing Cocoa computer application programming framework to make applications for a touch-based device with limited memory and speed and a dauntingly tiny display. The resulting Cocoa Touch framework, in...
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